The Heart Coffer: Spiritual Explorations through Puppetry

Timothy Gosley

Thursday, November 26
5:00-6:00 p.m. PST

Meeting URL: https://uvic.zoom.us/j/96971529046?pwd=a1JWRkJYWVUxbUpmYUVPeGhPSHFGdz09

Puppetry has a long history that extends across cultures. From the shadows cast upon Neanderthal caves to modern Muppet TV, humans have sought to express themselves through this art form. Through reflection and performance, Tim Gosley introduces his latest (and ongoing) project, “The Heart Coffer.” How are we to understand “the heart,” this widely recognized metaphor for the seat of human intuition, emotion, spirituality and profound interconnection? And how might puppetry inform the topic? Join us for a visually rich exploration of issues central to human experience.

Tim Gosley is one of Canada’s most well known puppeteers. He has worked with the Muppets, Fraggle Rock and other well known shows. Using various techniques, he has created projects revolving around the works of P.K. Page, Emily Carr, Goethe and others.

https://www.uvic.ca/research/centres/csrs/